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Program

Lost and Forgotten (2016)  Kurt Mehlenbacher
I. The Salt River running dry
II. Prodoxidae
III. The Joshua Tree
IV. A Quick and Ceremonious Exodus

This Homeless Way (2018)  Jonathan Russell
I. A Shiver is All
II. Am I Invisible?
III. This Homeless Way

10-minute Intermission

The Blind Men and the Elephant (2017)  Robbie McCarthy
I. Wall
II. Spear
III. Snake
IV. Tree
V. Fan
VI. Rope

I. Bright and Beautiful: Malayan Tiger or “Mr. Stripes”
II. Creatures Great: Blue Whale
III. Creatures Small: Axolotl
IV. Glowing Colors, Tiny Wings: Queen Alexandra’s Wings
V. The Lone Wolf’s Hunting Call: Mexican Wolf
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